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bility that Minoan religion spilled over into Classical culture
wh~re it survived in the mystery cults and, more generally, he
believes. that a religion is not inexorably tied to the fate of the
cultu~e In .whlch it has arisen. Thus one must not exaggerate the
p~st isolation of cultures and religions. Two of the greatest reli-
gl~r:S of the world have. in fact almost disappeared in their
original cultural settings and have established themselves in what
were once for them alien cultures. Buddhism virtually died out
in India, but took roots and flourished in China, Japan) 'Ceylon and
South East Asia; admittedly, it underwent such major transforma-
tions as to become almost two religions, the tendentiously named
Mahayana and Hinayana, Christianity began as a Jewish sect but
its future lay with the Gentile peoples; though here again the
transforms dons were so great that one can recognize some force
in Spengler's claim that Christianity has become two religions"
the world-affirming Christianity of the West and the world-
negating IChristianity of the East.

The spread of Christianity and Buddhism into remote cuI-
rural regions was due to missionary effort, but one can also find
in the past instances of religions influencing one another apart
altogether from any missionary activity. The European. Renais-
sance was accompanied by a great renewal of interest in Graeco-
Roman philosophy, especially Stoicism, and this unquestionably
affected not only the general culture of Europe at that time but
the expression given to Christianity. At the time of the Enlighten-
ment there was a cult of everything Chinese, and the residual
Christianity of the West, which had assumed the form of a ration-
alistic deism, fOlund its pure prototype in the religion of Con-
fucius, where practical wisdom is unencumbered 'by anything
beyond a bare minimum of theology and is unembarrassed by any
"primitive" appeal to numinous experience.
, These contacts and reciprocal influences of earlier times are
worth recalling if only to remind us that there never was a com-
plete isolation of religions. Nevertheless, the general structure of
~eparate religious and cultural blocks remained) until very recently
indeed. The earlier contacts cannot be compared to what is hap-
pening now. For the first time, we do have a unitary world history.
Not the missionary efforts of religions or the intellectual influ-
ences of philosophies have brought this about, but something
quite impersonal-the impact of modern technology. From the
West, it has reached out into all the world. No tribe of human
beings l however remote in the fores ts of Brazil or the uplands of
New Guinea, can escape being drawn into the common stream of
the new unitary history or can opt out 'Of the planning which

THE MEETING OF RELIGIONS
IN THE MODERN WORLD:·

OPPORTUNITIES & DA,NGERS

For thousands of vears the several cultures of mankind and
the religions belonging J to them went their ways in relative iso-
lation. To be sure, there was always some coming and going,
and we are constantly surprised to discover how even in the
most remote times of antiquity the migrations of peoples and
the adventurous voyages of traders led to the dissemination of
ideas far beyond their native regions. But in general it would
be true to say that mankind was divided into fairly homogenous
cultural and religious blocks, each concentrated in a: particular
region of the earth's surface. Some historians have been so
impressed with these divisions that they have maintained that
(at least, until very recently) there has been no unitary world
his tory but rather a collection of histories} each 'Of them self-
contained and carrying within itself the springs of its own develop-
ment, flowering and eventual decline. A notable advocate of
this point of view was Oswald Spengler, and it is interesting to
note how he regards each culture as determined in all its aspects
by certain basic world-conceptions that ate essentially religious in
character. More recently, Arnold Toynbee has also argued the
case for viewing the past of mankind as a plurality of histories,
each relatively independent. His scheme is even more elaborate
than Spengler's, and recognizes more than a score of cultures or
civilizations.

Both Spengler and Toynbee were forced to acknowledge
that there is some osmosis among the compartments which they

had set up, and religion is seen as the medium which relates
the different cultures. Spengler recognizes the role of Christie-
city in both Western culture and the Magian culture of the Near
East, though he does indeed claim that itbe differences between

,Western and Eastern Christianity are so. profound as .to consti-
tute them quite distinct religions. Toynbee entertains. the p~~si-
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non. e 1 • al . . stem of
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domination which operates already in the concept and cons-
truction of techniques."1 . '.

Of course, no one nowadays can afford to he antitechn~l~gl-
cal. The very survival of the vast numbers of p~op~e now livm~
on the planet depends upon the smooth. functlonmg ~f the g:-
antic technological apparatus that we . have broug~t ,mto ext-

~tence. We can no longer do without it. But what 15 important
is to recognize the ambiguity of what we have created. Fa:. too
many people are @led with a~ uncr~tical at even superstitIouS
admira cion for technology and Its achievemen ts. To. be sure, the
environmental crisis has given pause to the demand for unre-
stricted economic growth. We are far more aware today of the
complexities of the situation than we were a generation ago.
These complexities are of many kinds, and involve weighing
diff.erent interests and different values against each other. Not
least, they involve moral issues, especially those concerned with

1. H. Marcuse, One Dimensional. Man (London: Sphere Books" 1
1
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the more equal distribution of wealth. Such issues take us into
a sphere where questions cannot be settled by techniques. But
these questions too are global in their scope. Thus the fact that
technology has imposed upon all of us an external framework
of unity is demanding that we develop to match it and to deepen
it a unity that is personal, social, moral, spiritual. Sometimes the
issue is expressed in terms of a contrast between the standard of
living and the quality of life. But these two are not simply to be
contrasted. They are linked in subtle ways that include elements
both of contrast and affinity. There can be no quality of life worth
commending unless there is a reasonable standard of living to
protect people from the dehumanizing ravages of deprivation,
squalor, malnutrition, disease and the like. But equally-and this
is what we ate so slow to learn, or perhaps do not want to Iearn-
the quality of life is a much richer concept than the standard of
living. It is also much more elusive. The quality of life, because
it is quality and not quantity, cannot be measured in terms of
production and consumption. It has to do not with material pro-
ductivity but with spiritual creativity.

I t is in this all-important area that the world religions have
their unique. contribution to make. Whatever the differences amODO'

religions (and there are great differences) they would seem t~
have at least this in common, that they all stress that there is a
dimension to life beyond the physical and material, and that this
dimension is the pearl of great price. To lay hold on it is to enter
the fulness of life; to let it slip is to be condemned to a truncated,
s.t~ted form of e~ste.nce. This dimension is the holy. For some re-
ligions, the holy 15 concretized as a personal God. For other reli-
gions, the holy is differently understood and represented. But for
all, the holy is that which has most reality and most worth.

The task common to all religions today is to commend the
holy, to. open to contemporary mankind this dimension which is
in danger of being closed off in ,a world where only techniques
are understood. The holy is in God, in nature, in personal rela-
~ionships, in the inn_er' depths. of mystical experience, The holy
IS everywhere, even in our noisy mad bustlins cities but we are
blind to it. "Everyday experience has within it the dimension of-
the holy-if we can but perceive it."2 The religious person sees
the same. \~or1d as.the secular person, but he sees it differently, for
he sees .It !n the light of the holy. This is what makes all things
new, this IS what confers that sense of serenity which is charac-
teristic of the religions and likewise the sense of compassion for

2. J. G. Davies, EVeN) DaY' God (London: S.C.M. Press, 1973); p. 87.,
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all beings. The vision is purified frO~l1 ~h~ ~linding effects of ,con~, human mi~d by. the total reliance on technique,· by concupiscence,
cupiscence and everywhere new potentlal~tles are s~ell. The. truly by aggresslOfl-ln short, by that whole unhappy syndrome which
religious vision is never complacent, ?ut ~t does hav,~ t.h.e serenity we have a!ready noted. We have become alert to the pollution
of hope, warmth, love, patience, faith In the pos~lbllit~ .of re- 0.£ the environment, but a far more serious problem is the pollu-
newal and transformation. Let me quote a Buddhist writing to t~on of man's own mind and inner life. I believe that only reli-
express what I am trying to say; "Here in this very chamber ,all g100 has the spiritual dynamic needed for a radical change in
the: magnificent heavenly palaces and all the pure land~ of. all the human nature and human attitudes, but the nagging question
Buddhas are manifested. This world of ours seems quite impure, '7, (:: ~~~'emain5 whether we come_too late. Technology and secularism
replete with all kinds of woes and sorrows, \~Tretch~d and full of , ~,'lJ .<"/_;~/~?:~-,'"ah~alr_eady.in possession of the field, it is they that have im-
terrors. T~ those, however, who .have -true faith, .th1s. same \Vorl~, :n" -3, ,~-' ',prmted their mark on the first phase of the merging unitary world
appears with all the features of a pure land ... Bemgs, because or history, and it has become a matter of infinite difficulty to open
their sins, cannot see the pureness of this Buddha-land of ours. ~,\\~,I ':~1~7~'':.;;; up the dimension of the holy.
Really ~s land of ours .is ever pure. The impuri~es are in your _ _/:1, ~~i~\~~r[~.~?~~.}l L;'~~'L> Yet one must :not tamely suppose that the drift into secu-
own mID._ ,d."'3 As the natto_us today .scramble. and J?stle fo..r 011.or./.;:''';';'~l .: I~ 'i11~ '~~~tJ.~j'"':",:}'U'I~i~rism, positivism and downright materialism is irreversible. The
metals or whatever the latest desirable commodity happens to, '"'~_:-'i ~ r ":~-~~oCiologistPeter Berger agrees with the analysis given above that
be, do we not need the vision of' planet Earth as the pure land:) - -, - - the 'rise of the modern mentality has constituted a 'profound im-
filled with the infinite compassion of the Buddha-an Earth poverishrnent' of the human spit it , but he says: "How long such
transformed from the one that we see through the distorting a shrinkage in the scope of human experience can remain plausible
glass of greed and rivalry; but Earth as it really is, Earth with ~"~.debatable."4 There is something like a pendulum in human
her potentialities fulfilled and manifesting the: holiness of divine history, a built-in- corrective mechanism, and when men have mov-
creative love? ed too far in ODe direction and begin to experience the troubles

The religions start with the disadvantage that although they that come about through the distortion of life, then they begin
have been preaching love and compassion and justice -for thousands to move back. Although it has happened only among a minority,
of years, it is not they that have brought about the unity (how- the searching for a deeper spiritual life among young people
ever superficial and. even spurious that unity may be) of mankind in recent years is significant. It has its dangers. Perhaps most
but a technology which has already predisposed the contemporary serious is the danger of superficiality and even of triviality.
mind against religion by its assumption that aU problems can be American students who are suddenly seized with a craze for
solved by the magic of techniques. This is believed even about Eastern religion are rarely prepared to wrestle with the profound
the spiritual problems of man himself. I would repeat that one and subtle ideas on which these religions are founded, and the
cannot today be antitechnological, and would readily admit that proper study of which could occupy years of effort" Again, we
many problems, including those that bear on man's mental and.' r;\~--" are up against a characteristic of modern life which has sprung

al ill 1 bi f hn l' -. '-'I from the technological culture-namely, transience, the desire for
spirit,u •. e, are to some. exte?t at east. :us~epti e 0 tee ica]' ~--=>:~!;~-~~~-:\:~x ~
solutions, .and that all the skills and _objective 1m.owledge that '~~~~~IJI 'I the novel, the need to be constantly stimulated. All this militates
h ul d d b d h IX >~gainst that very serenity which is of the essence of religion. In

ave ac~,· a~e neec to' e harn.ess~ in sue great caus~s. as It' the extreme case, religion itself can become another sensation,
peace and Justice. But the determination of goals, the decision i~li~ ~..::..~longwith sex, drugs and the like.
about ~hat is most real and most valuable, the direction. of. tech- /'~}J:~'tI11!) r,~~~
nology Itself-these are not problems to be solved by techniques.e>'
The quarrel is not with technology as such, but with the mentalitt(.-"
that it produces; though (and this is one of the frustrating alD~t"'~~~:·l:?-:--.~)'
biguities of our life today) it has to be seriously asked .whethe~"1,,1.~(u!t{I!E:t?!>
there can be largescale technology without the pollution of, the ~~,:;:;;:/"

.,-r, ,J:orruptio opticni pessima,
(:·'::,::}-,~\H~;~1' '

,,~.J The danger is real, but nevertheless I believe there are gounds
for real hope in ~the current search for religious experience. If a

3. Quoted by E. Conze, Buddhism: Its Essence and, Dev~19/~ment
(New York: Harper & Row,' 1959), p. '157 ...

4. P. Berger, A Rumour of Angels (Ne~~rYork~- .Doubleday, 1969). p. 94.
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~~t' roe illusrrate the point. from Christianity. As a. Christian,
I. believe that the truth of the holy, so fat as this can be commu-
mea.ted to ~nite: human minds, is adequately expressed in Jesus
C~tlSt, th:: J~c~rn.ate Logos. But at no time has the Church (and
still less, individuals within the Church) fully grasped this truth,
~r been fully grasped by it. It is a truth growing and deepen-
mg. 'One very fruitful way of learning more of that truth is the
encounter with the non-Christian religion, in which the same
Logos has .fou?d e~pression,. thoug~ in a different way, perhaps
even, at :first sight, m a seemingly alien way. But even that which
seems alien may cause me to .notice in the Christian tradition
elements which had hitherto been hidden but which now become
dear to me as part of the growing trunh. And likewise one hopes
that the impact of Christianity on the non-Christian leads to ,2

fuller understanding of that potentially whole truth which is em-
bodied in his tradition.

Today in this large Village which is planet Earth, there" is a
unique opportunity to bring to mankind the great I'eSOUIcesof
the religions, resources that are able to speak to every condition
and type of human being. But the time is short.

relation to the holy is essential to human wholeness; then people
will not permit themselves to be permanently deprived of It, The
quest is there, and it affords to the religions 811 opportunity of
bringing it about that tile emerging globd unity will be not
merely external but profoundly spiritual. '

But are the religions ready to respond? \'Vhen there are: such
great differences among them, how can they promote unity?
About all that thev have in common, we- have' seen, is a concern
for the holy, and -the holy itself is conceived in many different
ways. The religions are today meeting and intermingling as Inever
before. Will the result not be increased confusion?

Let me' say how I see the situation. Religious truth is a dia-
lectical matter, 1 use the word "dialectical" here in a broad sense.
I mean that in religion no matter what has been said, some-
thing else remains to be said; that whatever has been asserted
needs to be corrected by a Dew assertion; that the way to truth
is not through "consensus" but through conversation and even
controversy. These points seem to :follow necessarily from the
fact that religion is concerned with the infinite. There can be
no end to the exploration of the infinite, and in that exploration
one inevitably encounters paradox.

This means that one does not hold out to the: modern searcher
a consensus theology distilled hom the living religions. The
unity of the religions does not lie in any such abstraction. It is
a uniry that lies ahead, a unity that is coming to be as the 'religions
encounter each other and correct each other and deepen each other.
Never has the last word been said, never has -any individual or
group grasped in its fulness the truth of the holy. But each can
help the other to notice that which has hitherto escaped notice.

I do not mean either that diiI'erent religions have, as it
were, difierent parts of the total truth. It is true that one can cons-
truct a typology of religions based on their varying insights and
emphases, but it is also true that a corresponding typology can
be constructed within each religion, for no religion is homo-
~e~eous but contains many variations. It is not that every re-
ligion has part of the truth of the holy, but that every religion
has pote?tially the whole tru.t~ of the holy] that is to say, is
m~vlDg. into that truth.. Religions are not static but growing.
Hence 1?- that conversanon and dialogue by which they correct
and enrich one an~th~~, they do so by he1ping one another to
d~velol? .!he ~ote:ltlali~les already there, rather than throu h a
syncrensnc rrungling of material. g
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